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of which we will not speculate here. Finally, we note that there
are increases in the intensity and width of d-d band that could
be caused by the splitting of the E{xz, yz} doublet. These
changes indicate an increasing distortion away from C3
symmetry with an increase in the acidity of the LAII.
NRVS and XAS Studies. The [FeIVpoat(O)---LAII]+

adducts were further evaluated by NRVS and XAS. The
!Fe!O band in these species is at least 18 cm!1 lower in energy
than that in the parent [FeIVpoat(O)]! complex (Figure 8 and
S1 and Table 1), such a lowering of !Fe!O is expected for the
direct interaction of the LAII with the Fe!O unit. However,

the shifts in energy upon adduct formation are relatively small
and do not compare with the di!erence in !Fe!O between
[FeIVpoat(O)]! and [FeIVH3buea(O)]!. In addition, the
vibrational energies of the LAII adducts are the same within
experimental error.
XANES spectra were recorded for [FeIVpoat(O)]!,

[FeIVpoat(O)---MgII]+, and [FeIVpoat(O)---CaII]+, and they
show similar Fe!K edge energies at 7124.2, 7125.6, and
7125.3 eV, respectively; these values are within the range
previously reported for FeIV complexes (Figure 9A,B).29,80,81

Within this subset of complexes, a distinct decrease in pre-edge
peak area is observed upon the addition of a LAII, with area
values of 32 units for [FeIVpoat(O)]! and of 25 and 28 units
for the MgII and CaII adducts, respectively (Figure 9C). This
trend in pre-edge peak area is consistent with the direct
interaction of the LAIIs with the FeIV!O unit, which would
cause a decrease in the mixing of the 3p and 3d orbitals at the
FeIV center and less intense transitions from the 1s to 3d
orbitals. EXAFS analysis allows the bond distances in the three
complexes to be compared (Figure S4B,C and Tables 2 and
S1). In particular, as expected, the Fe!Ooxido bond lengthens
to 1.67 Å in [FeIVpoat(O)---MgII]+ and [FeIVpoat(O)---CaII]+

from 1.65 Å in [FeIVpoat(O)]!, but this change is too small to
enable a de"nitive assessment. For comparison, a Badger’s rule
analysis estimated Fe!O bond lengths of approximately 1.68 Å
in these two heterometallic complexes (Table 3).

Computational Studies. Density functional theory
calculations were performed to obtain optimized structures
of the [FeIVpoat(O)]! complex and the [FeIVpoat(O)---LAII]+

adducts (Figures 10 and S9 and Table S2). The structures
reveal that the LAII forms bonds to the oxido ligand, two P!O
groups of the [poat]3! ligand, and O atoms of the crown ether.
In some cases, not all of the O atoms of the crown ether are
coordinated to the LAII which agrees with the known
coordination properties of these Group 2 metal ions. For
example, DFT suggests that the MgII center in [FeIVpoat(O)---
MgII]+ is six-coordinate with the crown ether serving as a
tridentate ligand (Figure 10B). We used DFT to compute both
the Mo!ssbauer parameters and !Fe!O, and the results of the
calculations are in good agreement with the experimental
results, in terms of both numerical accuracy and predicting the
trends (Table 1). For instance, the calculated " value drops
signi"cantly from 0.12 to 0.03 mm/s upon the binding of the

Figure 7. Electronic absorption spectra of [FeIVpoat(O)]! and the [FeIVpoat(O)---LAII]+ adducts at !60 °C in a DMF/THF mixture (A) and a
plot of the energy of the d!d transitions versus the pKa of [LA(OH2)n]

2+ (B). The pKa of the appropriate complex ion, [LA(OH2)n]
2+, in water is

used to assess the acidity of the LAs.50,52,78,79

Table 2. Energies of the Absorption Bands in
[FeIVpoat(O)]!, [FeIVpoat(O)---LAII]+, and [FeIVTMG-
tren(O)]2+

complex LMCTb d!db Sumb,c

[FeIVpoat(O)]! 27.0 10.8 37.8
[FeIVpoat(O)---MgII]+ 24.4 11.2 35.6
[FeIVpoat(O)---CaII]+ 24.5 11.3 35.8
[FeIVpoat(O)---SrII]+ 23.6 11.6 35.2
[FeIVpoat(O)---BaII]+ 22.7 11.9 34.6
[FeIVTMG-tren(O)]2+a 25.0 12.0 37.0

aReference 67. bx103 cm!1. cELMCT + Ed!d.

Figure 8. 57Fe PVDOS spectra of [FeIVpoat(O)]! (A) and the
[FeIVpoat(O)---LAII]+ adducts (B!E). Samples were "20 mM 57Fe in
a DMF/THF mixture. The peaks corresponding to the Fe!O
vibrations are labeled with their corresponding energies.
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ABSTRACT: High-valent nonheme FeIV!oxido species are key intermediates in
biological oxidation, and their properties are proposed to be in!uenced by the
unique microenvironments present in protein active sites. Microenvironments are
regulated by noncovalent interactions, such as hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) and
electrostatic interactions; however, there is little quantitative information about how
these interactions a"ect crucial properties of high valent metal!oxido complexes. To
address this knowledge gap, we introduced a series of FeIV!oxido complexes that
have the same S = 2 spin ground state as those found in nature and then
systematically probed the e"ects of noncovalent interactions on their electronic,
structural, and vibrational properties. The key design feature that provides access to
these complexes is the new tripodal ligand [poat]3!, which contains phosphinic
amido groups. An important structural aspect of [FeIVpoat(O)]! is the inclusion of
an auxiliary site capable of binding a Lewis acid (LAII); we used this unique feature
to further modulate the electrostatic environment around the Fe!oxido unit. Experimentally, studies con#rmed that H-bonds and
LAII s can interact directly with the oxido ligand in FeIV!oxido complexes, which weakens the Fe!O bond and has an impact on the
electronic structure. We found that relatively large vibrational changes in the Fe!oxido unit correlate with small structural changes
that could be di$cult to measure, especially within a protein active site. Our work demonstrates the important role of noncovalent
interactions on the properties of metal complexes, and that these interactions need to be considered when developing e"ective
oxidants.

! INTRODUCTION
Metal!oxido units within the active sites of proteins are
important intermediates in catalytic cycles.1!9 Their signi#-
cance is exempli#ed in nonheme oxygenases with mononuclear
Fe sites, whose competent oxidant responsible for cleaving the
unactivated C!H bonds of substrates is known to be an FeIV!
oxido species.10!14 Magnetic studies have shown that these
intermediates have an S = 2 spin ground state, which is
suggested to be an important property for function.15!17

E"orts to understand the roles of these intermediates in
catalysis have led to the preparation of synthetic FeIV!oxido
complexes, of which there are now several examples.18!24

However, nearly all of these synthetic complexes have S = 1
spin ground states, and it is di$cult to directly correlate their
properties to those of the intermediates detected in
proteins.11,25,26 Far fewer examples of FeIV!oxido complexes
with S = 2 spin ground states exist,27!34 and only two of those
complexes have been structurally characterized.28,30 There is
thus still a need for well-de#ned systems whose structural and
physical properties can be readily tuned and investigated.
One approach to modulating the properties of metal!oxido

species is to regulate their local environments.11,35,36 The

unique microenvironments that exist within the active sites of
proteins illustrate how essential properties can be controlled
through this approach. In protein active sites, noncovalent
interactions are the major force that in!uences the micro-
environment, with hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) being the most
common type of noncovalent interaction. The exact in!uences
that H-bonds have on structure and function are still emerging,
but in many instances, these bonds are proposed to directly
involve M!oxido complexes via M!O···H!X interac-
tions.4,37!39 Furthermore, H-bonds serve to regulate the
electrostatic properties of an active site and thus aid in
governing key processes such as the transfer of protons and
electrons.
Another popular approach to modulating microenviron-

ments is to change the electrostatic properties around M!
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